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Abstract. Distributed data and knowledge base applications need ontology lan-
guages and tools that can support collaborative construction, sharing, and use of
large ontologies. Modular ontology languages aim to address this challenge by
providing language support for organizing complex ontologies into relatively in-
dependent modules, selective sharing of information among ontology modules,
and reasoning with multiple ontology modules. This paper summarizes the evo-
lution, language features and semantics of recent modular ontology language
proposals, including Distributed Description Logics (DDL),E-Connections and
Package-based Description Logics (P-DL) and describes some steps towards a
modular ontology language that meets the needs of real-world Semantic Web ap-
plications.

1 Introduction

The rapid growth and adoption of the world-wide web was possible in part because
it allowed a large community of individuals around the world to contribute to its con-
struction by linking pages created by individuals or groups via hyperlinks. Similarly, we
expect that effective tools that would enable individuals with expertise in specific areas
to contribute ontology modules that can be conceptually linked into larger ontologies
would significantly accelerate the realization of the vision of the semantic web [10].

A typical large-scale ontology construction scenario is given in the following: The
animal genomics community consists of several autonomous, geographically dispersed,
research groups around the world. There is an urgent need for an animal trait ontology
(ATO) for a diverse set of species (e.g., for cross-species comparisons). No single re-
search group possesses all of the expertise needed to construct the desired ATO. Con-
sequently, it is necessary and natural for groups with different areas of expertise (e.g.,
species-specific expertise about horses, chicken, pigs, etc.) to work more or less in-
dependently to create ontology modules that can then be linked together as needed.
Because multiple groups might hold different ontological commitments, terminological
clashes or conceptual differences between the groups (and hence the ontology mod-
ules created by them) are simply unavoidable. Hence, there is a need for mechanisms
for linking ontology modules so as to preserve the semantic locality while ensure a par-
tial consensus on publicly shared knowledge. Furthermore, inherent inefficiencies (with
regard to memory and processing time needs) in the use (e.g. editing, reasoning, com-
municating) of large ontologies can be minimized by taking advantage of the modular
nature of the ontologies.
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This argues for a modular approach to design and use of complex ontologies wherein
ontologies such as ATO, instead of being treated as a monolithic entity, are organized
into modules that reflect the organizational structure of knowledge in a domain of in-
terest. Thus, it is natural to organize ATO (at a fairly high level), in terms of species-
specific ATO modules (e.g., those that focus on horse, cattle, chicken, etc).

Unfortunately, the current state of the art in ontology engineering is reminiscent of
the state of software engineering nearly four decades ago: Today’s ontology languages,
like the very early programming languages, are largely unstructured, and offer little sup-
port for modular design of ontologies, of selective knowledge sharing between ontology
modules. As a consequence, many existing ontologies are difficult to reuse in a larger
context, leading to anontology engineering bottleneck, which is a significant hurdle in
the large-scale design, development, and deployment of semantic web applications.

We illustrate some of the limitations of current ontology languages using the rel-
atively well-known Wine ontology as an example. The Wine ontology, often used to
demonstrate the features of OWL, the popular web ontology language, is given in two
OWL files 1 connected byowl:imports , focused on wine knowledge and general
food knowledge, respectively. However, the ontology also presents many problems due
to the limitations of OWL and the current, largely undisciplined approach to ontology
engineering:

– Lack of support forlocalized semantics. The OWL semantics [31] requires all on-
tologies that are connected withowl:imports only share a global interpretation.
Thus, in order for the Wine and the Food ontologies to be used together for reason-
ing, the two ontologies have to be combined into one ontology. Hence, “modular-
ization” with owl:imports offers only a syntactical solution, not a satisfactory
semantic solution to reasoning with ontology modules. In many applications, com-
bining the relevant ontologies into an integrated ontology is not possible due to
privacy, copyright or security concerns.

– Lack of support forpartial reuse. For example, the Food ontology contains knowl-
edge about grapes and other foods; however, the Wine ontology has to importall
of the terms and axioms in the Food ontology although it only needs axioms and
terms associated withgrapes. In general, an OWL ontology no matter how large
it is, has to be either completely reused or completely discarded. Because an on-
tology may have to refer to (and hence import terms and axioms from) some other
ontologies, while not only directly imported ontologies, but also indirectly imported
ontologies, are forced to be reused in their entirety, defining a relatively small new
ontology may involve the use of a large subset of known Semantic Web ontologies.

– Lack of fine-grained organization. For example, knowledge about geographic re-
gion in wine.rdf is not specific to wine, but instead is general knowledge that may
be reused in other contexts. But since it is intertwined with other parts of wine.rdf,
it does not lend itself to reuse in other applications.

– Lack of formal support forcollaborative ontology building. At present, collabora-
tion in ontology construction requires informal commitment among the collabora-
tors; and despite the increasing use of tools like CVS, it requires intensive human

1 http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-guide-20040210/wine.rdf and
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-guide-20040210/food.rdf
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communication, e.g. emails [9]. For example, there is no language support to en-
able two wine experts from U.S. and France toconcurrentlywork ondifferent parts
of the wine ontology.

Consequently, there is an increasing interest in modular ontology languages. Several
proposals have been made including: Distributed Description Logics (DDL) [11],E-
Connections [25, 21] and Package-based Description Logics (P-DL) [8]. This paper
summarizes the evolution, language features and semantics of recent modular ontology
language proposals, and describes some steps towards a modular ontology language
that meet the needs of real-world Semantic Web applications.

This paper is not intended to be a complete survey of modular ontologies. Some
important aspects of modular ontologies are not covered in this paper includemodular-
izationof existing ontologies [38, 22, 32, 39], reasoning (as well as its decidability and
complexity results) with modular ontologies [21, 20, 36, 7, 33, 35], collaborative build-
ing modular ontologies [9, 8], inconsistency handling in modular ontologies [28, 29,
12], as well as related problems such as ontology mapping, matching, alignment and
integration. Interested readers may refer to the papers cited above for details.

2 Evolution of Modular Ontology Languages

Some of the modular ontology ideas can be traced to studies of knowledge engi-
neering over the past few decades. The Cyc project [27], started from 1984, divides the
huge Cyc knowledge base (expressed in the CycL language) into manymicrotheories-
collections of concepts and facts pertaining to particular knowledge domains. Partition-
based Logics [1] provides an approach to automatically decompose propositional and
first-order logic (FOL) intopartitionsand an algorithm for reasoning with such parti-
tions using message passing. These efforts provided the important initial experiences
with building and reasoning with modular knowledge bases.

Both CycL and Partition-based Logics do not providelocalized semanticsfor knowl-
edge modules or principled ways of connecting ontology modules, Neither do they sup-
port partial reuse or mechanisms for controlling semantic heterogeneity among knowl-
edge base modules. Indeed, even reusing a small portion of Cyc, OpenCyc2, because
of lack of modularity, requires the entire OpenCyc ontology to be loaded although only
a small part of it may be of interest. The OWL scaffolding version of OpenCyc v0.7.8b
(>700MB), containing assertions for over 60,000 Cyc constants, “takes approximately
9 hours to load into Protege” (from OpenCyc homepage, 2004/06/04 announcement).

CycL language, being a variant of FOL, is not in general, decidable. Modern ontol-
ogy languages like OWL, are based on description logics - decidable fragment of FOL.
They are supported by highly efficient reasoners e.g. FaCT [23].

Recent work on modular ontology languages is heavily influenced by contextual
logics, and in particular, theLocal Models Semantics(LMS) [18]. LMS theory allows
a family of logic languages to havelocal modelsthat represent the local semantic points
of view of each of the languages. A formula in one language may be the logical con-
sequence of a formula in another language. Thus, LMS provides a practical tradeoff
between locality and compatibility in multi-context knowledge bases.

2 http://www.opencyc.org/
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A Distributed First Order Logics (DFOL) knowledge base (KB) [16] (and hence,
a DFOL ontology) includes a family of first order languages, each represents a piece
of the global knowledge. DFOL semantics includes a set oflocal models(first order
interpretations) for each of the language, and a set ofdomain relationsbetween objects
in those local models. Inference with DFOL is enabled by a sound and complete calcu-
lus as an extension of natural deduction that allows theorem exporting (a theorem can
be the logical consequence of another theorem in a different language) among different
languages.

Based on DFOL,Distributed Description Logics (DDL) [11] allows directional
relations among multiple description logics. The initial proposal providesbridge rules
between concepts and individuals in different ontologies in the form of:

i : C
v−→ j : D (INTO)

i : C
w−→ j : D (ONTO)

i : x 7→ j : y (partial individual correspondence)
i : x

=7→ j : {y1, y2, ...} (complete individual correspondence)
whereC, D are concepts,x, y are individuals,i, j indicate indexes of ontologies.

INTO and ONTO rules are meant to simulate concept subsumptions across ontologies.
For example, there may be bridge rules as

i : Dog
v−→ j : Pet

i : Animal
w−→ j : Pet

Individual correspondences in DDL allow one-to-one or one-to-many mappings be-
tween individuals across ontologies, such as

i : US 7→ j : United States

i : NY C
=7→ j : {Bronx, Manhattan, Queens, Brooklyn, StatenIsland}

The first syntax proposal influenced by the DDL notion isCTXML (ConTeXt Markup
Language) [13], an ontology mapping language across XML-based hierarchies. It al-

lows mapping relations
w−→(onto, or more general than),

v−→(into, or less general than),
=−→(equivalent),

∗−→(compatible) or
⊥−→(disjoint) between concepts on different hierar-

chies. These notions have been incorporated into OWL to obtain theC-OWL language
[14]. C-OWL provides a syntax for DDL which allows specification of the five types of
mappings between concepts described above, between roles or between individuals in
different OWL ontologies.

Subsequent extensions to DDL include heterogenous mapping between roles and
concepts [17]. For example,marriage relation can be represented by a conceptMarraige
in one ontology but by a rolemarriesTo in other ontology; a concept/role bridge rule
can be declared as

Marriage
v−→ marriesTo and

Marriage
w−→ marriesTo

to indicateMarriage instances are always linked to certain pairs of individuals (as
marriesTo instances) of the other ontology.

However, DDL has significant limitations with regard to linking of modules with
roles. For example, roles defined in other ontology modules (i.e. foreign roles) cannot
be used to construct new concepts, or to construct new roles from foreign roles.
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On the contrast,E-Connections[26] focus on offering inter-module role connec-
tions. Some of the ideas incorporated intoE-connections can be traced back to the
fusion of abstract description systems (ADS) [3], in which atomic roles are partitioned
into disjoint sets that each can only be used in the constructors of the language of a
single module.E-connections between DLs [24, 21] restrict the local domains of theE-
connected ontology modules to be disjoint (therefore ensure localized semantics). Roles
are divided into disjoint sets oflocal roles (connecting concepts in one module) and
links (connecting inter-module concepts). For example, two conceptsi : PerOwner
andj : Pet can be connected with a linkowns such that:

i : PerOwner v ∃owns.(j : Pet)
Such a division of links and local roles ensures the decidability transfer property: if

all ontologies connected by E-connections (the set of links) are locally decidable, then
their union is also decidable [24].

An XML Syntax of E-Connections is first provided in [21] for the e-connected
version of OWL-Lite, denoted asCE(SHIF(D)). More expressive extensions are re-
ported in [19] asCEIHN+

s
(SHOIN (D)) which allow each connected modules to be

a subset of OWL-DL (i.e.SHOIN (D))) which includesSHIQ,SHOQ,SHIO.
SubscriptsIHN+

s
stand for several role relations of the form:

I : owns = ownedBy− (link inverse)

H: sonOf v childOf (link inclusion)

N : PetMania v (≥ 5 owns.>j) (link number restriction)
+: Trans(largerThan) (transitive link)
()s: Symmetric(brotherOf) (symmetric link)
An extension of transitive link, called generalized link is also reported in [30], which

can control transitivity of links among modules.
E-connections do not allow inter-module concept inclusion as DDL designed to ex-

press. SinceE-connections strictly require local domain disjointedness, no direct inter-
module concept subsumption can be allowed. Furthermore, a concept cannot be de-
clared as a subclass of a foreign concept, and foreign concepts cannot be used in local
concept constructions. A role cannot be declared as sub-role of a foreign role. Neither
foreign classes nor foreign roles can be instantiated. Neither links and local roles, nor
links that connect different pairs of ontologies (e.g. linksEij andEjk), can be used
together to construct new roles or links. It is also difficult to combineE-connections
and OWL importing [19].

Although it has been argued thatE-connections are more expressive than DDLs [25,
19], DDL andE-connections actually cover different application scenarios, and thus
are complementary in their expressivity. On the other hand, they both conform to the
“linking” approach such that term sets (or called signatures) of ontology modules are
disjoint, and semantic relations between modules is only given by mappings like DDL
bridge rules andE-connection links. This restriction limits expressivity and presents
inference difficulties [6, 5].

Package-based Description Logics (PDL)[8] provides an alternative solution, i.e.,
a selective importing approach, to improve the expressivity and inference soundness for
modular ontologies. In a P-DL ontology, the whole ontology is composed of a set of
packages. Terms (such asDog, Animal) and axioms (such asDog v Animal) are
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defined in specific home packages. A package can directly use terms defined in another
package. In other words, an existing package can beimportedinto another package. For
example, an ontologyO has two packages:

PAnimal

(1a) 1 : Dog v 1 : Carnivore
(1b) 1 : Cat v 1 : Carnivore
(1c) 1 : Carnivore v ∀1 : eats.(1 : Animal)

PPet

(2a) 2 : PetDog v 1 : Dog
(2b) 2 : PetDog v ∃2 : hates.(1 : Cat)

where1 : Dog and1 : Cat are defined inPAnimal but are imported intoPPet.
The example also shows P-DL can represent both inter-module concept subsumptions
(as DDL does) and inter-module role relations.

The package extension to DL is denoted asP. For example,ALCP is the package-
based version of DLALC. PC denotes a restricted type of package extension which
only allows acyclic import of concept names. An XML syntax of P-DL to connect
OWL ontologies, P-OWL, is under design.
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Fig. 1.Evolution of Modular Ontology Languages

The evolution of modular ontology language proposals is summarized in Figure 1.

3 Semantics of Modular Ontology Languages

3.1 Semantics of DDL,E-Connections and P-DL

Although various modular ontology language proposals differ from each other in
terms of language features, they share one feature in common in contrast with traditional
ontology languages: all of the modular ontology language proposals support localized
semantics. In other words, a (global) model for a modular ontology would contain a set
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of local models as well as a set of relations between those local models. In contrast, a
traditional ontology (as well as fusion of logics [3]) always requires a single model that
satisfies all restrictions in that ontology.

Serafini et.al. [34] and Bao et.al. [5] compared the semantics of different modular
ontology language proposals in the light of DFOL semantics. This paper will follow
their approach and further investigate some important properties of modular ontology
semantics, such as local domain disjointness.

Formally, an abstract modular ontology (AMO) language is a DFOL knowledge
base consisting of a family of component languages{Li} (each called a module) and
semantic relations{Mij}(i 6= j). EachLi is a subset of description logics (DL). In
this paper, we restrict ourself to the setting where eachLi is a subset of the expressive
DL SHOIQ(D), which is the logic foundation for OWL-DL. The modular ontology
language proposals differ mainly with respect to how to define and interpret semantic
relations{Mij}.

A model of AMO includes a set of local models{Ii} and domain relations{rij}.
For eachLi, there exists a local modelIi = 〈∆i, (.)i〉, where∆i is the local in-
terpretation domain,(.)i is the assignment function for concept, role and individual
terms inLi. A semantic relationMij from Li to Lj is interpreted as adomain rela-
tion rij ⊆ ∆i × ∆j , wherei 6= j. A domain relationrij represents the capability of
the modulej to map the objects of∆i into ∆j . Note that it is possible to have mul-
tiple domain relations between a pair of local models. Finally,rij(d) denotes the set
{d′ ∈ ∆j |〈d, d′〉 ∈ rij}. For a subsetD ⊆ ∆i, rij(D) denotes∪d∈Drij(d).

Semantics of DDL,E-Connections and P-DL are summarized in Table 1 and ex-
plained below:

DDL bridge rules include homogenous rules, which are concept-to-concept (defined
in [11]) or role-to-role (defined in [14]) mappings, and heterogenous rules (defined in
[17]), which are concept-to-role or role-to-concept mappings. There are specific types
of domain relationsrcij (for role to concept mapping) andcrij (concept to role map-
ping) to interpret heterogenous rules.

E-connectionsallow construction of new concepts using links. For a linkE from
modulei to modulej, its interpretationrE ⊆ ∆i×∆j is a domain relation forE. Thus,
the distributed model of anE-connected ontology may have multiple domain relations
between two local models. Such a semantics for links is also equivalent to allow an
i-role to have the range from and only from∆j . Thus, link constructors, like inversion
or inclusion, are different from role constructors that bridge roles indifferentmodules
(which are illegal inE-connections).

All concepts constructed using a linkE from i to j arei-concepts. Thus they can
be used ini as other locali-concepts. For example, the axiomi : PerOwner v
∃owns.(j : Pet) would indicate a restriction in∆i such that:

PerOwnerIi ⊆ r−owns(PetIj ) ⊆ ∆i

Note that the semantics ofE-connections given in Table 1 is strictly equivalent to
the forms given in [24, 21] and [34] although our notation is more general to repre-
sent semantic relations other than subsumptions. For example, a concept intersection
∃owns.(j : Pet) u i : Man can be interpreted as

r−owns(PetIj ) ∩ManIi
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Proposal Semantic Mapping Syntax Semantics

DDL Homogenous INTO i : φ
v−→ j : ψ rij(φ

Ii) ⊆ ψIj

Homogenous ONTOi : φ
w−→ j : ψ rij(φ

Ii) ⊇ ψIj

Heterogenous con-
cept/role INTO

i : C
v−→ j : R crij(C

Ii) ⊆ RIj

Heterogenous con-
cept/role ONTO

i : C
w−→ j : R crij(C

Ii) ⊇ RIj

Heterogenous
role/concept INTO

i : P
v−→ j : D rcij(P

Ii) ⊆ DIj

Heterogenous
role/concept ONTO

i : P
w−→ j : D rcij(P

Ii) ⊇ DIj

Partial individual cor-
respondence

i : x 7→ j : y yIj ∈ rij(x
Ii)

Complete individual
correspondence

i : x
=7→ j : {y1, y2, ...} rij(x

Ii) = {yIj

1 , y
Ij

2 , ...}

E-ConnectionsExistential Link Re-
striction

i : (∃E.(j : D)) r−E (DIj )

Universal Link Re-
striction

i : (∀E.(j : D)) ∆i\r−E (∆j\DIj )

Number Link Restric-
tion

i : (> nE.D) |rE(x)∩DIj | 6= > n, for ∀x ∈
(> nE.D)Ii

i : (6 nE.D) |rE(x)∩DIj | 6= 6 n, for ∀x ∈
(6 nE.D)Ii

Link Inverse E = F− rE = r−F
Link Inclusion E1 v E2 rE1 ⊆ rE2

Transitive Link Trans(G; I) (x, y) ∈ rG(ij) ∧ (y, z) ∈
rG(jk) → (x, z) ∈ rG, for
i, j, k ∈ I

Symmetric Link Symmetric(G) rG(ij) = r−
G(ji)

P-DL importing i
φ−→ j φIi = φIj

Notations:

– DDL: φ is an i-concept(or role),ψ is anj-concept(or role);C is an i-concept,D is a j-
concept,P is ani-role,R is aj-role;x is ani-individual,yi is aj-individual;rij ⊆ ∆i×∆j

is the domain relation fromi to j; rcij ⊆ ∆i×∆i×∆j is the role to concept domain relation,
crij ⊆ ∆i ×∆j ×∆j is the concept to role domain relation.

– E-Connections:E, E1, E2 is anE-connection fromi to j, F is anE-connection fromj to
i; D is aj-concept;G is a generalized link;I is a set of module indices;rE is the domain
relation forE, r−E is the inverse ofrE ; |S| 6= stands for all-different cardinality of a setS,
i.e. the number of elements inS if equivalent elements only counted as one element.

– P-DL: φ is a concept, property or individual name.

Table 1.Semantics of Modular Ontology Languages
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Fig. 2.P-DL Semantics (a) partially overlapping local models (b) virtual global model

i : (∀E.(j : D)) is interpreted as∆i\r−E(∆j\DIj ) since∀E.D = ¬∃E.(¬D).
Transitive and symmetric links are generalized links [19, 30] to work around the

strict local domain disjointness while still have expressive links in a certain sense. The
basic idea is using “punning”, i.e., allowing a link being interpreted in different contexts,
and each of the interpretation is denoted with a superscript. For example, a linkG may
be used asG(1) from i to j andG(2) from j to k; G’s interpretation will be the union of
rG(1) ⊆ ∆i ×∆j andrG(2) ⊆ ∆j ×∆k.

P-DL uses importing relations to connect local models. In contrast to OWL, which
forces the model of an imported ontology be completely embedded in a global model,
the P-DL importing relation ispartial in that only commonly shared terms are inter-
preted in the overlapping part of local models. It can also be expressed using AMO
domain relations: theimage domain relationbetweenIi andIj is rij ⊆ ∆i × ∆j .
P-DL importing relation is:

– one-to-one: for anyx ∈ ∆i, there is at most oney ∈ ∆j , such that(x, y) ∈ rij ,
and vice versa.

– compositionally consistent:rij = rik ◦ rjk, where◦ denotes function composition.
Therefore, semantic relations between terms ini and terms ink can be inferred
even ifk doesn’t directly import terms fromi.

Thus, a P-DL model is a virtual model constructed from partially overlapping local
models by merging “shared” individuals, as shown in Figure 2.

Using the AMO framework representation of the three major modular ontology
language proposals, in what follows we will discuss an important problems in their
semantics: whether local domains should be disjoint.

3.2 Local Domain Disjointness

E-connections explicitly requires that local domains of each module should be
strictly disjoint. The main reason for such a restriction is to ensure decidability of the
whole ontology if each module is already locally decidable. However, as mentioned
earlier, such a restriction also seriously limits the expressivity ofE-Connections as well
as the capacity to preform some reasoning tasks [5]. For example, it is not possible in
E-Connections to infer if a concepti : C is more general than a conceptj : D (i 6= j)
in another module, while such a inference task is one of the most common types of
inference needed in many practical applications.
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Local domain disjointness is not explicitly required in DDL semantics. On the other
hand, DDL semantics is also neutral to such a possibility, i.e., it does not try to utilize
such information. For example, if an individualx is shared by two DDL local domains
∆1 and∆2, i.e.,x ∈ ∆1 ∩ ∆2, 1 : x and2 : x are not treated as the same individual
in a DDL model. The relation between them has to be established also by the domain
relationr12, such as(1 : x, 2 : x) ∈ r12. However, since DDL domain relations do not
indicate individual identity (actually such an identity semantics is avoided on purpose
in DDL), it is also possible to map1 : x to other individuals from local domain 2, e.g.
2 : y. Thus, even if two individuals1 : x and2 : x are identifiers for the same object
in the physical world, they are still treatedas if they are different individuals in DDL.
Therefore, we believe DDL in effect, forces local domains to be disjoint implicitly.

DDL’s avoidance of modelling domain relations in terms of individual identity is
intended to allow loose coupling of local domains and more expressive individual cor-
respondences between local domains [11], for example,i : NY C

=7→ j : {Bronx,
Manhattan, Queens, Brooklyn, StatenIsland}. However, such a mechanism may
also lead to inference difficulties.

While concept bridge rules are intended to simulate concept subsumptions, their

semantic behaviors are still different in many scenarios. For instance,i : C
v−→ j : D

may not have the same semantics as typically desired, i.e.C is less general thanD,
sincerij(CIi) may beØ (empty set) thus is a subset of anyDIj ; it is different from
a concept subsumptionC v D where a non-empty setCI (when C is satisfiable)
must be a subset of ofDI . If the domain relation is not injective, unsatisfiability may

not be preserved across DDL modules. For example,1 : Bird
w−→ 2 : Penguin and

¬1 : Fly
w−→ 2 : Penguin do not render2 : Penguin unsatisfiable even ifL1 entails

Bird v Fly.
Since a domain relationrij represents the subjective point of view of the module

j, in general, it is not transitively reusable (in contrast to individual identity relations
that are transitive). For example,(x, y) ∈ r12 and(y, z) ∈ r23 does not automatically

indicate(x, z) ∈ r13, thus1 : Bird
w−→ 2 : Fowl and2 : Fowl

w−→ 3 : Chicken, do

not in general ensure that1 : Bird
w−→ 3 : Chicken. This might present a difficulty if

we want to reuse knowledge fromindirectlyconnected modules.
Thus, since the local domain disjointness presents some serious expressivity lim-

itations as well as inference difficulties, it is natural to ask: “Can we relax such an
assumption while still have desirable semantic features (e.g. decidability)”? Complete
overlap between local models, as required by OWL, are not desirable since it requires
an integrated ontology for reasoning. Thus, a practical approach would be to allow local
domains that are onlypartially overlapping.

One of the first efforts in this direction is the inter-schema terminology mapping
mechanism proposed by Catarci and Lenzerini [15]. Their framework defines mappings
between concepts in forms of

i : C vext j : D, semanticsCI ⊆ DI

i : C vint j : D, semanticsCI ∩∆i ∩∆j ⊆ DI ∩∆i ∩∆j

where the global domain is the union of multiple local domains∆1,∆2, ...; two
local domains may be partially overlapping, i.e.∆i ∩∆j 6= Ø, for somei 6= j.
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P-DL provides a more expressive mechanism to connect partially overlapping local
models. It is easy to reduce DDL bridge rules between concepts andE-connection links

to P-DL PC expressions. A bridge rulei : C
v−→ j : D or i : C

w−→ j : D can be
reduced to a subsumption inj with C as an imported term; anE-Connections linkE
(from i to j) can be defined as ani-role with >j in its range. Link constructors can
be reduced to local role constructors in this fashion. If we use the more expressiveP
extension (i.e. allowing role importing), we can also express DDL bridge rules between
roles and transitive/symmertic links inE-Connections.

The DDL features that can not be directly reduced to P-DL expressions are DDL
heterogenous bridge rules and individual correspondences. In general, DDL heteroge-
nous bridge rules are not directly reducible to DLSHOIQ(D) axioms since they in-
volve ternary first order predicates (whileSHOIQ(D) can be reduced to FOL with bi-
nary predicates). Individual correspondences in P-DL require the importing of nominal
concepts (individual names) across ontology modules. However, at present, OWL-DL
(i.e. SHOIQ(D)), does not allow subsumption relations between nominal concepts.
Thus the package-extended version of OWL-DL, i.e.,SHOIQP(D), can only express
one-to-one individual correspondence in the form ofi : x = j : y. Nevertheless,
since DDL domain relations do not indicate identity relations, we believe it is better to
translate many-to-one and one-to-many individual correspondences using roles (since
domain relations can be modelled as roles [11]). For example, to translate complete
individual correspondence

i : NY C
=7→ j : {Bronx, Manhattan, Queens, Brooklyn, StatenIsland}

We may define a new rolej : contains, a new nominal conceptNycBoroughs
with enumerated membersBronx, Manhattan, Queens,Brooklyn, StatenIsland,
and a new axiom inj:

i : NY C ≡ ∀j : contains.(j : NycBoroughs)
Thus, by relaxing the local domain disjointness assumption, we can obtain the ex-

pressivity offered by both DDL andE-Connections in P-DL. Furthermore, P-DL exten-
sionP may also support inter-module role constructors that are not supported by either
DDL or E-connections, such as intersectioni : Puj : Q, with semanticsP I ⊆ ∆i×∆i,
QI ⊆ ∆j ×∆j , andP I ∩QI ⊆ (∆i ∩∆j)× (∆i ∩∆j) (note that this is not the same
asE-connections link intersetion where two linksP, Q should be both from the domain
of ∆i ×∆j and∆i ∩∆j = Ø).

Another point of concern is that if partially overlapping local domain semantics
can ensure decidability if the individual ontology modules were decidable. In general,
the union of two decidable fragments of DL may be undecidable [3, 25]. Fortunately,
in a setting as web ontology language where different ontology modules are specified
using subsets of thesamedecidable DL language, such asSHOIQ(D) (OWL-DL),
the union of such modulesis decidable.

Furthermore, since overlapped partial domains provided an unambiguous communi-
cation avenue among multiple modules, it can be ensured that conclusions drawn form
reasoning with a P-DL ontology is always same as that obtained from the reasoning
with an integrated ontology [5, 6]. Thus many inference difficulties presented in DDL
andE-connections can be avoided. A sound and complete distributed reasoning algo-
rithm for the P-DLALCPC proposed in [7] supports reasoning over multiple ontology
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modules using messages between modules (without the need to combine the modules
into a single ontology). In short, we believe that relaxing the local domain disjointness
assumption can significantly improve the expressivity of the modular ontology language
without harming the decidability of the language in the setting of web ontologies.

4 Conclusions

Contribution of the paper includes the following: we reviewed the evolution of mod-
ular ontology languages and compared several recent language proposals for modular
ontologies on their language features and semantics; we presented a new AMO-based
representation forE-Connections that is capable of expressing semantic relations across
ontology modules other than subsumptions studied in [25, 21, 34, 5]; we showed that re-
laxing the local domain disjointness assumption can improve the expressivity of modu-
lar languages while avoiding some of the semantic difficulties present in current propos-
als; we also showed how to realize some DDL andE-Connection features into P-DL;
by allowing role and individual importing in P-DL, we have extended the P-DL expres-
sivity beyond that presented in [5].

While there has been extensive efforts on modular ontology languages during the
past 4 years, many problems still need to be addressed before modular ontology lan-
guages can be used in large-scale semantic web applications:

– In contrast to classical DL, where there is well-understood studies on the decid-
ability, complexity of expressive DL languages, there will lack a comprehensive
understanding in modular ontology languages on those issues. For example, what
is the maximal set of inter-module formulas that ensures decidability of the ob-
tained language3? What is the complexity upper bound of reasoning procedures of
expressive modular ontology languages4?

– A consensus on an OWL-compatible syntax for a modular ontology language that
can express both inter-module concept subsumptions and inter-module role rela-
tions is still lacking. It would be interesting to investigate whether OWL can be
re-modelled with a new modular semantics, or it has to be extended with a new set
of constructors to replaceowl:imports

– Existing ontology reasoners need to be extended to support modular ontologies. It
would be interesting to explore extending reasoners such as DRAGO [36] or Pel-
let [37], to support more expressive modular ontology languages, as well as avoid
a materialized global model in a single memory place (otherwise the reasoning
process can be done by a classic reasoner on an integrated ontology)

3 F. Baader and S. Ghilard studied conditions under which decidability of the validity of univer-
sal formulae in component many-sorted theories transfers to their connection [2]. It general-
izes the decidability of DDL andE-Connections since formulae in [2] are not necessarily only
unary (thus it is also applicable to DL roles (binary FOL predicates) ). However, there still
lacks similar result for existential qualified formulae.

4 Some special cases are studied. Connections of many-sorted theories [2] rendersNEXPTIME

andE-Connections [19] gives2NEXPTIME results that are both higher than the complexity of
the decision procedures for the component logics (EXPTIME). Bao et. al. show that in [4, 7] a
restricted version of P-DL,ALCPC , has a decision procedure that has no higher complexity
than that of component logics (EXPTIME-complete).
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– Mature tools for building modular ontologies are needed. COB Editor [9]5 offers
editing modular ontologies collaboratively where each module has DAG hierarchy
as skeleton (within the expressivity of OBO-format ontologies). Tools (such as a
Protege plugin) that support more expressive modular ontology languages still need
to be explored.
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